7N2UQC:
I could enjoy the very wonderful contest.
Tnx for a fine contest again.
---------------------------------------------------------------9A5W:
Problems with heavy QRN on 15m caused by local source. Ecxellent activity,
special from DL.
---------------------------------------------------------------9M6/G3OOK:
Quite different operating from Sabah/9M6 compared to Europe.
From here I found some very quiet periods during the contest but 20m was open to Europe all
night long. Also got a couple on 10m! 40m was very difficult due to QRN and scrambled
copy. 80m=NIL.
---------------------------------------------------------------9V1UV:
Sorry I missed qso’s on bands other than 15 and 20
---------------------------------------------------------------AI9T:
Thanks for sponsoring this contest
---------------------------------------------------------------DC3HB:
This was great fun, but the conditions were poor.
I had some trouble with folks calling the rare DX station during an exchange!
---------------------------------------------------------------DG1RKP:
It would be really nice, if EVERYONE MUST cfm the RST&NR... maybe the sponsors think
about it... Was hard work wid 100 W and FD-4, but good condx.
So tnx to all who kind enough they wkd my little stn
73 de Ralf - DG1RKP
---------------------------------------------------------------DJ6TK:
I worked only 6 hours time
Auch mit nur 75 Watt output und einer R5 Vertical hat es wieder
Spaß gemacht. Vy 73, Wilf - dj6tk ---------------------------------------------------------------DL1DWT:
wenig DX war zu arbeiten
73 de Bodo , DL1DWT.
---------------------------------------------------------------DL1THB:
73 and tnx de Harald - DL1THB
---------------------------------------------------------------DL4DAE:
55 & 73 de DL4DAE, Ralf, Bochum
---------------------------------------------------------------DL4PAC:
Hallo dldx macher..
danke fuer den schoenen Deutsche RTTY-Contest..
73 de Andi...
---------------------------------------------------------------DL5KMS:
Verry poor conditions !!!

---------------------------------------------------------------DL6LZM:
Nice contest like every year. Good conditions.
---------------------------------------------------------------DL7PP:
First Time in DLDX Contest. A lot of Fun!
Run only 70W in a G5RV Ant.
The 6h Section is very nice. So i have enough time for the barbecue .
The PSK Mode Section is also interesting, but a lot of QSO Partners send there whole Macros
with Station, WX, Computerparameters etc. RTTY is easier!!
---------------------------------------------------------------DL7UZO:
Endlich ein DL-RTTY Contest mit guter Beteiligung ! 73 de DL7UZO
---------------------------------------------------------------DM2RG:
Mein erster RTTY-Contest, nächstes Jahr volle 24 Std.!
---------------------------------------------------------------F5RD:
My third DL-DX RTTY Contest and the best. Conditions are correct on all bands with some
stations on 10 m. All QSOs in RTTY, I have tried BPSK on 20 m but nobody in contest. It's a
pity ! Perhaps next time. Thanks to all who worked me.
See you again in 2006. F5RD Bernard
---------------------------------------------------------------F6IRF:
A good one (met my 2M-pts objective), even though I guess it will be unsufficient to
challenge the EU big guns like 9A5W, EU1MM, RD3A (guess last year best scores are being
exploded this year...)
Very good start (164 qso at 13z), but unfortunately due to auroral condx the rate dropped in
the 3rd hour with the 21Mhz refusing to open to states (with the exception of K4GMH,
WA2ETU and VE2RYY - only NA stns hrd on 15).
Fortunately 20m remained open all night and low bands showed unusual good dispositions for
the season (low static noise...).
Very good EU activity, which somehow also compensated the perturbated condx.Was nice to
meet a few of the TTY friends met last week in F’hafen, and so many DL hams on the air 73’s Patrick
---------------------------------------------------------------G0MTN/P:
Again a part time entry during VHF Field Day.
Happy to demonstrate RTTY contesting to a few of my club members.
---------------------------------------------------------------G3URA:
Sri could not spend the full 6 hours in the contest.
73s.. Dick..
---------------------------------------------------------------G4EMT:
THANKS FOR THE NICE CONTEST
---------------------------------------------------------------GU0SUP:
Always fun to work those people met at Friedrichshafen the week before! A great contest, and
excellent format.
My thanks to the organising team.
----------------------------------------------------------------

GW4MVA:
Thanks for the contest 73s GW4MVA
---------------------------------------------------------------IK5WQO:
Very nice contest, also with 100w, a dipole & a random wire!
73 de Riccardo IK5WQO
---------------------------------------------------------------IT9ORA:
It’s very nice contest, but vy warm in my shake, the temperature
was about 33 Gr. C. HI... 73 to all de Gianni IT9ORA
J68AS:
WB9CIF/J6 was the RTTY op on our expedition, but he did not want to contest. On the other
hand, I hate to see a good contest go to waste! FB signal from 9M2CNC.
---------------------------------------------------------------JA6ZPR:
This contest was in good condition, so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
---------------------------------------------------------------JA8UON:
This contest was in good condition, so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
---------------------------------------------------------------JL2CZY:
This contest was in good condition, so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
---------------------------------------------------------------JM1NKT:
This contest was in good condition, so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
---------------------------------------------------------------JO1WKO:
This contest was in good condition, so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
---------------------------------------------------------------K3IXD/4:
It was tough with 100w and a vertical for 40 thru 10m and a low dipole on 80m and poor
conditions. I didn’t hear any RTTY signals on 10m even when packet spots showed that 10m
SSB was open. This was my fifth RTTY contest and still learning but fewer cockpit errors
this time.
---------------------------------------------------------------K4AQ:
My second DL-DX RTTY contest:
The first time I switched to 40m, I heard K9MUG/4. I was so anxious to work him that I
forgot to adjust my power for that band.
I got my QSO with K9MUG/4 followed by KK5OQ, VA3DX, AD4EB and WX4TM. No
biggie until I realized that those stns heard me while I was running QRPp, i.e., LESS THAN
ONE WATT! I QRO’d immediately to 5 watts after that. ;)
---------------------------------------------------------------K4GMH:
Thanks to the DL-DX RTTY Contest Group for sponsoring the Contest. And thanks to all
who were kind enough to work me, especially during the several hours the noise was
exceeding S-7.
An excellent number of DX stations (from an East Coast USA view) were on twenty meters at
the start. This pumped up the enthusiasm for operating longer than anticipated. Eventually,
the lack of sleep from the previous day caught up and kept me from operating the full 24
hours (18 hours). The S-7 "noise" seemed to start around 2000 Z on twenty and forty meters
and continued until approximately 0500 Z. Eighty meters always seems to be noisy this time

of year although no thunderstorms were in the area for a this Contest.
Still, several European stations and Jose, YV6BTF, were worked on eighty meters. Patrick,
F6IRF, had a nice signal on eighty meters.
Again, thanks to the DRCG for sponsoring the Contest and to all who participated.
---------------------------------------------------------------K5ZG:
I obeyed the rules of the contest and had a good time.
the bands werent good here.
---------------------------------------------------------------LV5V:
AGAIN NICE CONTEST- I ENJOY 6 HOURS OPERATION HI HI.
LINEAR AMPLIF BROKES AT 15:57 AND FINISH REPAIR AT 18;30 BUT ONLY LOST
POSSIBILITY TO OPERATE 10 METERS. COMPLETE 6 HOURS LATER, DONT LOST
ALL THE TEST.
---------------------------------------------------------------LX/DL4JU:
My first RTTY-contest, very nice! 73, cul...Yuri
---------------------------------------------------------------NC2N:
Super Contest
Good Conditions this year
Thanks to all and see you next year!
73’s Andrei NC2N-EW1AR
---------------------------------------------------------------NC6P:
Sehr schlecht propagation hier!
---------------------------------------------------------------NP4BM:
It was fun to participate.A little hard to reach Europe from this location the first hours of the
contest. Worked a few new ones in rtty.Looking forward to the next one.
OL5NAP:
OL5NAP is special call sign remebering 200 years of the anniversary of the battle of the three
emperors near small Moravian town Slavkov u Brna. Franch armies under emperor NAPoleon
defeated Russian and Austrian armies. This event is known as a battle near Austrelitz.
Almost 40 000 soldiers died.
---------------------------------------------------------------OM6RK:
Thanks for nice contest, see next year.
---------------------------------------------------------------PA1FR:
Fine contest; good ops and a lot of nice DX!
Till next year de Francis/PA1FR
---------------------------------------------------------------PA3BFH:
Thanks for organizing!!!!
See you next year!!
Herman/PA3BFH
---------------------------------------------------------------SP5UAF:
First I was going to operate full 24 hours. But in the end I had some work to do and decided to
choose 6 hours category.
----------------------------------------------------------------

TF3KX:
Did not plan on particpating more than 6 hours, but ended up with 12 as the family was
mostly elsewhere and I had more time. The declining solar situation shows, 10 and 15m were
virtually dead and I believe auroral conditions hampered 80m communications from Iceland
to either side of the Atlantic ocean. Classes with limited antennas and with limted duration are
a good idea.
Look forward to taking part next year.
---------------------------------------------------------------US0DSP:
Hallo,
I has attached my log file of DL-DX-RTTY contest.
Many thanks for organisation, CUAGN on next test.
---------------------------------------------------------------UZ4E:
Thank you for nice contest
---------------------------------------------------------------VA1CHP:
Had a blast!! You know your in for a lot of fun when ZL2AMI is your first contact!! Thanks
for all the contacts and my apologies to those I couldn’t pull out of the noise.
73, Rich VA1CHP
VA7ST:
Thanks for the fun event. Lots of activity made it enjoyable!
---------------------------------------------------------------VE2FU:
TNX MixW & MicroKeyer...1 day old setup, first RTTY try,
75w HF9V and 4x 10m rad and 6 Hours !... CU agn ! VE2FU
---------------------------------------------------------------VK6APW:
Thanks DLDX for the contest.
Had a great time - but was bit of a struggle with only 80w and a dipole from here in VK.
---------------------------------------------------------------W0ETC:
Conditions from west of the Mississppi river were not very good.
But, I had fun playing in the contest. Thanks for the 6 hour category as it is good for people
like me who due to health problems or other commitments cannot do the full 24 hours.
73 W0ETC
---------------------------------------------------------------WA3FRP:
It was fun to break out my Teletype Model 28 ASR and ST-6 to participate in this test. I
wonder how many other participants were using heavy metal during the contest.
My biggest thrill during the contest was being called by FO5PS. Thank you for running this
contest. I appreciate your time and effort to make this contest possible.
---------------------------------------------------------------YB2ECG:
This is my first DL DX RTTY Contest, see you next year!
---------------------------------------------------------------YB5BO:
Thanks for a nice contest! I will be back next year.
---------------------------------------------------------------YV5AAX:
First time in DL-DX contest.
Not good condition at all. YV5AAX

